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Rubin loves the LA scene
by Madeline King
Sports Editor

Sophomore Orly Rubin is unconventional to say 
the least. Unable to fit any stereotype, this eccen-
tric girl finds interest in everything from drawing 
to rowing to fashion design to video games. Her 
infectious personality is certain to make your day 
better, and as friend Ariana Yamouti said, “she 
brightens up people’s days; when you’re around 
her you’re always laughing.” 

Anyone who has ever talked to Rubin knows 
that her boisterous personality immediately stands 
out, and it’s no surprise her appearance follows 
the same guidelines. Her style is unique, and she 
describes her fashion sense as “everything out 
there. [I’ll wear] whatever will make people look 
at me and think I’m extra or weird.” A self-pro-
claimed sneakerhead, she also likes “wearing stuff 
that people look straight to your feet and [are] 
like, “what [is] on her feet, what is she doing?’” 
Although she used to be a big fan of makeup, she 
has recently stopped wearing it almost altogether 
because she believes it simply isn’t worth it.

Rubin continues to break the mold with her 
passion for playing, designing, and testing video 
games, which she says is very hard but very reward-
ing. In fact, she has several notebooks filled with 
the new virtual reality games she hopes to create. 
Unfortunately, she feels as though LGHS does not 
prepare her for going into this line of work. “If I 
want to be in virtual reality when I’m older, there’s 
nothing here really supporting me. I wish that 
computer science was available before junior year, 
and I wish I could take it now and that there were 
other classes to take, too.” However, Rubin doesn’t 
let this get her down, as she not only continues 
to makes games from scratch, but also has a job 
testing them at her dad’s workplace. 

On the weekends, Rubin always spends time 
with her friends in unconventional places. You 
can usually find her in local thrift stores looking 
for pieces to upcycle or exploring crazy new places 
to hang out and take pictures. One of her favorite 
places to go is Fulton, where she and her friends 
climb across train tracks to enter an enormous 
forest, then hike to a hidden waterfall and river 
where they float on innertubes. She is also obsessed 
with roller coasters, and her plans for the future 

redfern pursues a business career

Zepecki describes her computer science ambitions

by Lauren Sanders
Editor-in-Chief

Managing stocks and maintaining a job sound like components of a 
grown adult’s schedule, but freshman Will Redfern’s summer entailed 
these activities and more. Balancing his financial pursuits along with 
contributing as a starting player on a Junior Olympic water polo team 
generated a very busy few months for Redfern, but the jovial freshman 
finds each of his various activities rewarding in its own right.

Often seen walking around campus in water polo-related clothing, 
Redfern finds great happiness in his participation in LGHS water polo. 
Even though he is only a freshman, Redfern is a junior varsity captain 
and a star player on the team as they cruise through their undefeated 
record. “I’m really tall,” stated Redfern with regards to his appointment 
as captain, “and I have a loud voice. When you grow up with three 
siblings, you’ve got to learn to be loud.” However, while his stature and 
voice are likely useful in his duties as captain, Redfern also possesses 
the experience and qualifications to be a leader on the team.

When asked about his goals for the team this season, Redfern 
explained that he hopes the group becomes more disciplined, and that 
it evolves into a powerful squad that can show up to every game with 
the drive to work together and succeed. The junior varsity team is 

impressively large with 27 members; working towards his organizational 
and disciplinary goals challenges Redfern, but it is an opportunity 
that he welcomes.

Redfern’s athletic prowess is matched by his involvement in 
finance. Unlike many adolescents, the freshman finds great interest 
in the stock market, taking initiative to own stock and manage 
portfolios. While his busy schedule makes it difficult to allocate 
large amounts of time to this passion, Redfern ultimately hopes to 
pursue a career in finance, and, in the nearer future, looks forward to 
taking Economics with Mr. Ceran.

by Jordan Evans
Editor-in-Chief

Don’t try putting senior Kate Zepecki in a box; she’s a walking 
oxymoron here to defy conventions with her well-rounded array of 
interests and talents. An athletic computer programmer, an assertive 
introvert, a patient sarcasm enthusiast – this ambitious visionary 
covers all the bases.

One of the first passions Zepecki discovered was tennis, and she’s 
been playing for an impressive eleven years at Bay Club Courtside. 
Come freshman year, she moved beyond playing only recreationally 
and began teaching young kids. “I started coaching more and more and 
more, and now I’m working about four or five days a week,” Zepecki 
explained. She revels in the opportunity to impart her knowledge onto 
the next generation of Courtside tennis stars. Coming full-circle has 
made a deep emotional impact on the student-turned-coach. “I grew 
up playing tennis there,” Zepecki noted, smiling. “Now I get to see 
all the kids growing up and playing tennis there.”

Zepecki is also an avid computer scientist; she started her coding 
career the summer before junior year through Girls Who Code, working 
at Pivotal Labs in Palo Alto. She attributes the program to getting her 
“totally hooked on coding” because “there wasn’t a lot of pressure 
involved; it was a very free work environment. Everyone there was 
just starting out, so that was really nice.”

After that summer, Zepecki knew she wanted to pursue computer 

science further, so she did what any tech-crazed overachiever at LGHS 
would do: she enrolled in AP Computer Science. This constant exposure 
to the complicated, captivating field of coding convinced Zepecki, 
who is also president of the Computer Science club, to inquire about 
other opportunities to immerse herself in the growing industry. The 
tenacious programmer met with seniors Shomil Jain, Quintin Leary, 
Cassandra Melax, and Luke Stewart to work “on different aspects 
of the same project: an electronic logging device [made] primarily for 
truck drivers.” Zepecki’s specific job in the venture included coding  
“malfunction diagnostic procedures.” While working with this group, 
Zepecki became trilingual – in the world of coding, that is. She “started 
learning how to Code in C-Language kind of on the spot” over the 
summer, she coded with Java in APCS, and she used Python with Girls 
Who Code. To Zepecki, learning an entirely new way to code was “pretty 
easy… and a lot of fun!”

While working with that team, she learned about The Filos Project 
from her fellow students and soon joined that operation. Sophomore 
Gabe Sandoval came up with Filos’ fundamental idea, which was 
“to create connections between students of different socioeconomic 
backgrounds in a chat room style environment,” Zepecki said. Junior 
Anna Cismaru, Jain, Leary, Melax, and Zepecki are developing the app, 
which went into beta testing with Students-to-Students on Sept. 7. 
(Turn to front page to read more about The Filos Project).

Tennis and coding aren’t the only activities this busy bee juggles 

in her schedule; she’s also very involved in National Charity League 
(NCL). Last year, Zepecki served as president of her NCL chapter, and 
this year she acts as treasurer. The class of 2018 is just about to wrap 
up for the year, but first, they have to finish their senior project for 
which Zepecki created a wishlist on Amazon to collect food for the 
House of Hope on Los Gatos Blvd.

Zepecki is living proof that there must be more than 24 hours in a 
day. Somehow this  senior manages to involve herself in communities 
of all kinds: at Courtside, in coding groups, and with charity organi-
zations. She hopes to find enough free time to cross off some items 
on her bucket list, like learning how to surf, but for the time being, 
she’s content with her current résumé.

Stocks aren’t the only means through which Redfern has demon-
strated his talent with economics and business – the young entre-
preneur created his own company. Known as “Radfern Products,” the 
business focused on “flipping” toys, meaning that Redfern re-priced 
and sold toys on Amazon to make a profit of over 10,000 dollars. He 
has since stopped running this business, but says that the money he 
made will go towards saving for useful purposes. Redfern also was 
employed at Automobuild this last summer, working as a manager of 
social media, getting the company running on Amazon, and working 
the registers in the store.

While many of his pursuits seem very serious, Redfern relishes the 
comedic relief life has to offer – especially when he is the one providing 
it. “I love making people laugh,” said the freshman, explaining that 
this not only brings joy to those around him, but he also himself. 
Redfern is definitely considering participating in stand-up comedy, 
so be sure to keep an eye out for him and his jokes in talent shows, 
cafés, and maybe even television.

Athlete, entrepreneur, and comedian are just three nouns that 
describe Redfern – his interests and talents open the door to a litany 
of descriptors that ultimately boil down to his charismatic nature, 
authenticity, and boundless passion.courtesy W. Redfern

include hopefully travelling to Florida with her dad 
and fearless cousin Willow to go ride all of the crazy 
rides. This adrenaline junkie has reportedly “lost 
a few brain cells” by going on every single coaster 
in LA and suffering from a few too many bumps.

If you see Rubin, be sure to ask her if she’s met 
your favorite celebrity yet. She has met countless 
A-list celebs from movie stars to singers. A few 
years back, Rubin was with her family watching a 
basketball game in Staples Center in LA when she 
suddenly found herself passing security to sit on 
the floor of the arena with “B and J,” her uncle’s 
nicknames for Beyoncé and Jay-Z. This wasn’t the 
only time Rubin was able to have a conversation 
with Beyoncé: after attending one of her concerts 
in 2016, she went backstage to meet her idol. There, 
she had a very inspirational conversation where 
Queen B told her to “do whatever you feel like, 
really believe in yourself, and never stop trying.” 
Rubin, however, has since been around celebrities 
so much that it has actually started to become a 
normal occurrence. She’s found herself everywhere 
from Ellen Pompeo’s house in the Hamptons to a 
4th of July party with Leonardo DiCaprio and Ellen 
DeGeneres. Her only disappointment is that even 
she can never meet Michael Jackson, whom she 
names as her inspiration.

Rubin, a true LA-devotee, plans to move to the city 
of angels either for college or to pursue a career later 
on in life. Wherever Rubin goes in the future, she will  
surely leave a trail of passion and enthusiasm.

courtesy O. Rubin

by Chloe Mendoza
Media Production Editor

Describing senior Mikkel Dolmer is no easy 
feat. Moving here before his junior year from 
Denmark, Dolmer experienced a huge transition. 
However, the short period of time he’s lived here 
has not prevented Dolmer from making his mark 
on Los Gatos High School. 

You can’t find any student quite as unique 
as Dolmer at the high school. His motto, “Be 
yourself,” appropriately correlates to this. His 
individuality is noticed by peers such as senior 
Joseph Cavanaugh, who said one of the main 
reasons he likes Dolmer is because “he’s just 
something different, you know?” Cavanaugh 
continued by comparing Dolmer to “a spice in the 
bland soup we have here.” Even his dog, a Cavalier 
King Charles Spaniel, is creatively named Baloo, 
like the bear from The Jungle Book. Dolmer, who 
speaks Danish and German as well as English, fits 
into his own category.

There are a fair amount of differences between 
sunny California and Dolmer’s previous place of 
residence. Some that stand out to Dolmer are how 
people dress, the government system, and the 
weather. Among things Dolmer misses, such as 
friends and family, Denmark’s weather is not one 
of them. He describes it in seven words: “Windy, 
rainy, cold. That’s the whole year.” Although it 
was a big adjustment moving here from another 
continent, the transitional blow was softened 
by all of the people Dolmer met here, making 
the move easier. 

Dolmer spends some of his free time watching 
shows such as Family Guy or South Park, but also 
dedicates a large portion of it to staying active. 
He chooses to run and play golf, as well as be an 
avid soccer player. Since he was four years old, 
Dolmer’s life has been interwoven with soccer. He 
explains a reason for his love of the sport is “that 
it’s a team effort; you depend on your team” and 
that he also “just really enjoys it.” His teammates 
feel a similar sense of kinship with him. Senior 
Ben Noymer describes his teammate as “a quiet 
and sweet Danish legend who is a great friend 

and will always be there to help you.”
During his summer, Dolmer went back to 

Denmark for three weeks and then to Mexico 
with his family. He is a curious student, decisively 
choosing science as his favorite subject. His 
reasoning behind this choice is a more insight-
ful answer than most students would offer: “If 
I didn’t have science, I wouldn’t know how the 
world functions.” Academics aren’t all Dolmer has 
to look forward to this year. Up ahead, he’s eager 
for a “hopefully less stressful” senior year and, 
of course, the upcoming soccer season. Dolmer, a 
self-labeled introvert, may be quiet, but he makes 
an impact on Los Gatos High School. 

Dolmer shares Danish culture

courtesy M. Dolmer

courtesy L. Zepecki


